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Network Experiments Manual for Peterson/Davie Computer Networks 4/eMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2007

	Networking technologies and concepts are often difficult to explain, even through careful description and well thought out examples. One method for making this information "stick" is to create an environment where networking professionals and students can visualize how networks work, utilizing a software tool that simulates the...
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Excel Dashboards and Reports for DummiesFor Dummies, 2016

	Make the most of your data using the power of Excel


	When you think of data, do you think of endless rows and columns in spreadsheets? Excel Dashboards and Reports For Dummies, 3rd Edition shows you how to make the most of your data—and puts an end to mind-numbing spreadsheets by exploring new ways to...
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Big Data Analytics with Hadoop 3: Build highly effective analytics solutions to gain valuable insight into your big dataPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore big data concepts, platforms, analytics, and their applications using the power of Hadoop 3

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn Hadoop 3 to build effective big data analytics solutions on-premise and on cloud
	
			Integrate Hadoop with other big data tools such as R, Python, Apache...
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Microsoft Office Visio 2003 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2004
Dig into Visio 2003—and discover how you can really put your business  diagrams and technical drawings to work! This supremely organized reference  packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds  all in concise, fast-answer format. It’s all muscle and no fluff. Discover the  best and fastest ways to...
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Salesforce Reporting and DashboardsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master the art of building successful reports and dashboards with this comprehensive guide


	About This Book

	
		Visualize and create advanced level reports and dashboards using Salesforce.com
	
		Take advantage of creating reports and dashboards in the Salesforce mobile app, updated with Spring...
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Mastering ZabbixPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to refine and organize your IT monitoring systems using your existing working knowledge of Zabbix. This step-by-step tutorial will help you unleash the full capabilities of the system.


	Overview

	
		Create the perfect monitoring configuration based on your specific needs
	
		Extract...
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The Emotionally Intelligent Nurse LeaderJossey-Bass, 2004
The Emotionally Intelligent Nurse Leader offers nurse managers, health care leaders, and emerging leaders a useful guide for identifying, using, and regulating their emotions (emotional intelligence). As the author clearly demonstrates, harnessing the power of emotional intelligence can transform the work environment and the...
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Electrons and Phonons: The Theory of Transport Phenomena in SolidsOxford University Press, 2001

	LIKE a chemical compound, scientific knowledge is purified by recrystallization. When first published, each new grain of fact or theory shines from a mud of irrelevant or erroneous details. In subsequent discussion the grains are redissolved, and filtered. Finally, in books and treatises, the solution is allowed to precipitate into a single...
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Learning QGIS 2.0Packt Publishing, 2013

	This book takes you through every stage you need to create superb maps using QGIS 2.0 - from installation on your favorite OS to data editing and spatial analysis right through to designing your print maps.


	Overview

	
		Load and visualize vector and raster data
	
		Create and edit spatial data and...
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Microsoft Power BI Quick Start Guide: Build dashboards and visualizations to make your data come to lifePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get actionable insights from your data using the data visualization capabilities of Microsoft Power BI

	
		Key Features

		
			Get to grips with the fundamentals of Microsoft Power BI and its business intelligence capabilities
	
			Build accurate analytical models, reports, and...
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SQL Queries for Mere Mortals(R): A Hands-On Guide to Data Manipulation in SQL (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2007
Unless you are working at a very advanced level, this is the only SQL book you will ever need. The authors have taken the mystery out of complex queries and explained principles and techniques with such clarity that a "Mere Mortal" will indeed be empowered to perform the superhuman. Do not walk past this book!

...
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Building Responsive Data Visualization for the WebJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	Unchain your data from the desktop with responsive visualizations


	Building Responsive Data Visualization for the Web is a handbook for any front-end development team needing a framework for integrating responsive web design into the current workflow. Written by a leading industry expert and design lead at Starbase Go,...
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